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Abstract: In order to support the development of renewable energy, countries around the world have
adopted certain renewable energy incentive mechanisms, including feed-in tariff (FIT) and renewable
portfolio standard (RPS). Based on the official report concerning renewable energy consumption
issued by the Chinese government in 2018, FIT is no longer an ideal renewable incentive mechanism
for China. The increasing financial burden of renewable subsidies on the government has prompted a
transition from FIT to a more market-based RPS mechanism. However, the abrupt transformation from
FIT to RPS without any transitions might potentially cause problems, including a lack of incentives for
market participants and a high market risk. Feed-in premium (FIP), which is a transformation based
on FIT, can increase the flexibility of the mechanism and play an important role in the transitional
period. However, to date, there has only been limited research work that has explored the effect of
implementing FIP-RPS in the development of renewable energy in China. It is still not clear how
this transition could be carried out smoothly. Therefore, this research was aimed to devise a joint
FIP-RPS mechanism and further develop the optimal combination ratio of the two, so as to obtain
a socially optimal mechanism design. The simulation results showed that, at different stages of
renewable energy development, FIP and RPS should be implemented according to their distinct
characteristics, and the joint FIP-RPS mechanism should be combined with different ratios. It could be
indicated that the proposed joint FIP-RPS mechanism not only excels at promoting renewable energy,
but is also capable of maintaining desirable market prices and social welfare in this transitional
period, as compared to FIP and RPS implemented alone. In the future, a certain degree of FIP-RPS
implementations to this type of energy transition would be one of the preferred methods that could
be implemented to have a considerable influence on China’s national energy plan. This is because the
combination of the two mechanisms not only reduces the financial burden of the government, but
also plays an active role in the renewable energy market.

Keywords: feed-in premium; joint FIP-RPS mechanism; power-market equilibrium model; renewable
energy incentive policy; renewable portfolio standard

1. Introduction

Nowadays, the development of renewable energy has been attracting increasing global attention.
It has become the consensus of all countries to adopt certain renewable energy incentive mechanisms
to guide and promote the development of renewable energy sources (RES) [1]. Feed-in tariff (FIT) has
been adopted in China for many years, which has greatly promoted the development of RES [2–4].
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However, there are still some problems in FIT, of which the most worrying one is the heavy subsidy
burden on the government. In order to solve this problem, the Chinese government has been actively
exploring new incentive mechanisms to further boost the development of RES, in recent years. Feed-in
premium (FIP) and renewable portfolio standard (RPS) have gradually gained attention from the
perspective of the government, as well as scholars, both of which are regarded as potential future
policy instruments for the power sector in China [5]. Compared to FIT, FIP introduces a certain degree
of market competition, which is a transitional mode through which to gradually encourage renewable
energy to join the market. Under the typical RPS rules, on the other hand, electricity retailers are
required to meet a minimum level for the consumption of renewable energy [6,7]. The implementation
of RPS is closely combined with the Renewable Energy Certificate (REC), which serves as an effective
tool to record the production, actual consumption, and transaction of renewable energy power [8].
Both FIP and RPS are regarded as effective mechanisms to control costs and promote the sustainable
development of renewable energy [9].

FIT has been adopted in China since 2006, and it has brought rapid development in the promotion
of the renewable-generation capacity. However, developing renewable energy by subsidy policies
like FIT has caused heavy financial burdens for the Chinese government and mandatory RPS seems
to be the more feasible option [8]. As a result, China has oriented towards the revolution for a
renewable incentive mechanism from FIT to RPS. The policy paper of RPS issued by China’s National
Energy Administration on 15 May 2019 indicated that RPS is the ultimate renewable-energy incentive
mechanism [10]. The implementation of RPS could make a significant impact on the market structure,
market behaviour, and economic performance of China’s electricity market [11]. However, the abrupt
transformation from FIT to RPS without any transitions might cause problems including lack of
incentives for market participants and a high market risk, and could consequently introduce potential
unstable factors to the power market. FIP, which is one of the market mechanisms based on FIT, could
increase the flexibility of the mechanism and could play an important role in the transitional period.
It also has great advantages in providing incentives to investors for an optimal choice of renewable
technologies and locations.

At present, FIT and RPS still remain the two most popular policies for fostering electricity
generated from renewable energy sources (RES) [12,13]. FIT originated in Germany while RPS has
been widely adopted in various states in the United States, with different detailed rules [14]. It is
generally believed that FIT and RPS play different roles in promoting the development of RES. For
instance, in [14] and [15], a linear dynamic programming model and fixed-effects regression model
were employed, respectively, demonstrating that FIT is more effective in the stimulation deployment
capacity of RES for electricity. Additionally, it was illustrated through an empirical analysis in [16–18]
that FIT performs better than RPS in the impact of cumulative development for wind capacity and has
better long-term effects in promoting wind capacity. On the other hand, it has been suggested in [19]
that the RPS appears to have a better performance over FIT in strengthening the market growth of RES,
particularly biomass and solar photovoltaic (PV), despite its higher market risks for smaller suppliers.
In South Korea, particularly, with the introduction of RPS, PV capacity increased dramatically from
359.4 MW in 2011 to 727.1 MW in 2013. Furthermore, in [20] and [21], system dynamics (SD) and
scenario analysis were applied to establish long-term development models for the development of the
wind and the biomass industry, respectively, in the perfect competitive market, demonstrating that the
implementation of RPS could better promote long-term and rapid development of the biomass power
industry in China, as compared to FIT. Moreover, it was illustrated in [22] that FIT was more efficient
than RPS in increasing the installed capacity of renewable energy and in reducing costs. On the other
hand, RPS is more efficient in reducing carbon emissions and in improving the consumer surplus.

It is obvious that the implementation of both FIT and RPS has their own advantages, and many
countries have also made a policy transition either from FIT to RPS or from RPS to FIT [23]. For instance,
South Korea experienced a drastic shift from FIT to RPS in 2012, with increased technical change of
most renewable-energy types [24,25]. However, Japan made an official evolution from RPS to FIT
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in 2012, to ensure that renewable-energy generation is carried out in a cost-effective manner [26,27].
Moreover, in order to produce the complementary effect, some scholars have also jointly studied the
two mechanisms and explored the design for a joint FIT-RPS renewable energy incentive mechanism.
It is demonstrated in [28] that a consolidated “RPS-FIT” can offer many benefits, including reaching a
broader segment of the market, offering more robust planning, as well as sending a stronger signal
of public endorsement for renewable energy. It is also indicated in [29] that a combined mechanism
of RPS and FIT can promote the fast development for the wind industry in China by establishing
a SD model for long-term wind power development. A complementary mode of FIT and RPS is
established in [30], which is aimed to provide a stable environment of allowing FIT and RPS to work
corporately. Besides, it is proposed in [31] that the interaction of FIT and RPS can help meet certain
RES development targets, such as supporting new project financing, focusing on “reasonable-cost”
renewables and hedging against project delays.

Over the years, the significant role which FIT played in promoting the global development of RES
should not be neglected. However, due to its disadvantage in lacking a response to market competition
as well as insufficient contribution to technological progress and cost reduction, some countries have
begun to consider adopting FIP. In 1998, a dual-track renewable energy incentive mechanism was
introduced in Spain, with options between FIT and FIP for renewable energy power producers. Besides,
FIP was adopted early in the German market from 2012 and has successfully increased participation in
direct marketing and established incentives for demand-oriented production [32–34]. It is pointed out
in [35] that the main advantage of the FIP, in comparison to FIT, is that it is integrated in the electricity
market system; therefore, it follows the demand pattern and encourages RES production during peak
hours. It is also illustrated in [36] that FIP can provide incentives to investors for an optimal choice of
renewable technologies and locations, while FIT cannot. An optimization framework is introduced
in [37], which simulated and analyzed the impact of implementing different FIP (generation- or
capacity-based) wind support schemes on the development of an offshore grid. In summary, numerous
studies are embarked on the mechanism design and effect of FIT and RPS which are implemented
respectively or jointly. However, up to now, there are limited researches which explore the effect of
implementing FIP-RPS to the development of renewable energy in China. It is still not clear how this
transition can be carried out smoothly. Therefore, this research is aimed to devise a joint FIP-RPS
mechanism and further develop the optimal combination ratio of the two, so as to obtain a socially
optimal design.

Based on the above analysis, a comparison between FIP and RPS is presented in this paper,
demonstrating their differences in mechanism design and social welfare. Next, according to the pros
and cons of both FIP and RPS, a power market equilibrium model with the joint FIP-RPS mechanism
is proposed, which provides reference for the design of a renewable energy incentive mechanism in
the transitional period of China’s electricity market. Then, the genetic algorithm is applied to solve
the model, further obtaining the optimal power generation decision and mixed ratio of the two joint
mechanisms. Finally, the model is verified by actual market data, analyzing the implementation effect
of the FIP-RPS joint mechanism, which provides a reference for the design of the renewable energy
incentive mechanism in China.

The simulation results show that FIP and RPS should be implemented in different development
stages for renewable energy according to individual characteristic. Compared with FIP, RPS has
better performance in promoting renewable energy generation as well as boosting the total social
welfare. As for the market equilibrium price, both FIP and RPS have their advantages during different
development stages of renewable energy. On this basis, a power market equilibrium model under
the joint FIP-RPS mechanism is proposed, in an attempt to acquire the optimal ratio of the two
mechanisms to maximize the total social welfare under different renewable energy quota requirement.
The results also indicate that, at different stages of renewable energy development, the joint FIP-RPS
mechanism should be combined with different ratios. At the initial development stage, only FIP
should be implemented, which can promote the development of renewable energy installed capacity
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quickly and provide stable price subsidies. With the development of renewable energy sped up, more
proportion of RPS should be introduced into the joint FIP-RPS mechanism, so as to better stimulate
the vitality of the renewable energy market. The certain degree of FIP-RPS implementations to this
energy transition, in the future, would be one of the preferable methods to be implemented to make
considerable influences on China’s national energy plan, for the combination of the two mechanisms
not only reduces the financial burden of the government, but also plays an active role in the renewable
energy market.

2. The Foundation of Market Equilibrium Model under FIP and RPS

According to the plan drafted by the Chinese government for the overall renewable energy
development, renewable energy power generation should account for a required quota obligation of K
in the total electricity generation. Whatever kind of renewable energy incentive policy is adopted by
the government, its ultimate goal is to make the proportion of renewable electricity generation reach
the required quota K. The quota K indicates the ultimate goal of renewable energy generation, which is
proportional to the total energy generation, and should be set carefully in accordance with the pace of
renewable energy development in the whole society. That is, if K is set too large, too much pressure
will be put on the thermal power producers to complete their obligations. On the other hand, if K is
set too small, the incentive mechanism cannot play the role in promoting renewable generation as
originally planned. Assuming that there are only two types of power producers in the market, i.e.,
thermal power producers and renewable energy power producers, the constraints for the renewable
energy generation against total energy generation in the power market under both FIP and RPS can be
presented as:

K(
a∑

i=1

qcoal,i +
b∑

j=1

qgreen, j) ≤
b∑

j=1

qgreen, j (1)

where a and b represent the number of thermal power producers and renewable energy power
producers respectively; qcoal,i represents the power generated by thermal power producer i (i = 1, 2,
. . . , a); qgreen, j represents the power generated by renewable energy power producer j (j = 1, 2, . . . ,
b). It can be implied from Equation (1) that when the required quota K reaches 1, i.e., only renewable
energy generation is considered, provided that the development of renewable generation reaches a
relatively high level. This is consistent with the development goal of renewable energy generation
in some developed countries. For example, the Danish government sets the goal of reaching 100%
of renewable energy generation by 2050. The principle to determine the optimal required quota K is
shown in Figure 1, where the PP refers to power producers. It can be indicated that K is determined by
maximizing total social welfare while taking into consideration power generation from both kinds of
power producers.
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In order to simplify the model, it is assumed that the electricity market is an oligopoly market,
where each power producer gains its market share for power generation through market competition.
The electricity price is assumed as a linear function with the negative slope of the total power generation.
This is in accordance with the fact that when power supply increases, and exceeds power demand,
then there will be an imbalance between supply and demand and the electricity price has an intension
to drop. Therefore, the electricity price equilibrium can be expressed as:

pe = f − g(
a∑

i=1

qcoal,i +
b∑

j=1

qgreen, j) (2)

where pe is the electricity price when market equilibrium is reached, commonly known as the market
clearing price (MCP); f and g respectively represent the intercept and slop in the linear electricity price
function, which are positive parameters publicly known from historical data [38].

Assuming that the generation cost is a quadratic function for thermal power producers [39,40],
while it is a linear function for renewable energy power producers [41], the costs of the two kinds of
producers can be respectively expressed as:

Ccoal,i = mcoal,iq2
coal,i + ncoal,iqcoal,i + dcoal,i (3)

Cgreen, j = ngreen, jqgreen, j + dgreen, j (4)

where Ccoal,i and Cgreen,j represent the generation costs of thermal power producer i and renewable
energy power producer j respectively; dcoal,i, mcoal,i and ncoal,i are its cost determination parameters for
thermal power producers; dgreen,j is the fixed cost of renewable energy power producer j, while mgreen,j,
is its marginal cost for renewable power generation.

Each of the thermal power producers and renewable energy power producers has its own upper
and lower output limits, especially for renewable energy power producer. Despite the large installed
capacity of the renewable energy generation, due to the uncertainty and fluctuation of renewable energy
generation, the maximum output is normally lower than the total installed capacity. The generation
output constraints are given as:

qmin
coal,i ≤ qcoal,i ≤ qmax

coal,i (5)

qmin
green, j ≤ qgreen, j ≤ qmax

green, j (6)

where qmin
coal,i and qmax

coal,i represent the minimum and maximum power generation for thermal power

producer i, respectively; qmin
green, j and qmax

green, j represent the minimum and maximum power generation
for renewable energy power producer j, respectively.

3. Electricity Market Equilibrium Model under Joint FIP-RPS Mechanism

3.1. Electricity Market Equilibrium Model under FIP

Under FIP, the actual revenue of renewable energy power producers includes two parts, i.e.,
electricity market price and government premium subsidy. On the one hand, renewable energy power
producers directly participate in the power market, settled by market clearing price. On the other hand,
they also obtain a renewable energy premium subsidy from the government, which predominantly
fluctuates with electricity market price. The actual revenue of renewable energy power producers can
be presented as:

pgreen = pe + pr = pe + βpe (7)

where pgreen is the actual revenue of selling per kilowatt-hour power by renewable energy
power producer; pr is the renewable energy premium subsidy from the government; β is the
premium coefficient.
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Both thermal power producers and renewable energy power producers are aimed at realizing
their maximized profits under FIP, which can be determined by the difference in value between the
total sales and the total production cost of electricity and can be respectively expressed as follows:

max
qcoal,i

Scoal = pe

a∑
i=1

qcoal,i −

a∑
i=1

Ccoal,i (8)

max
qgreen, j

Sgreen = (pe + βpe)
b∑

j=1

qgreen, j −

b∑
j=1

Cgreen, j (9)

where Scoal and Sgreen represent the total revenue of thermal power producers and renewable energy
power producers, respectively.

In this model, the market participants which created the total social benefits of the electricity
market include power producers, power consumers, and the government. The total social benefit
under FIP can be determined by subtracting the total revenues of all power producers from the
total generation costs of all power producers, premium subsidies given to renewable energy power
producers from the government, as well as the negative impact of thermal power generation on
the environment. Therefore, the total social benefit created by the power market under FIP can be
expressed as:

maxEFIP = Sgreen + Scoal − ηω =

∫ Q

0
pedQ−

a∑
i=1

Ccoal,i −

b∑
j=1

Cgreen, j − ηβpe

b∑
j=1

qgreen, j (10)

where EFIP represents the objective function of total social benefit; Q is the total generation power,

i.e., total supply of the power market, thus Q =
a∑

i=1
qcoal,i +

b∑
j=1

qgreen, j; η is the efficiency coefficient

of the renewable energy premium subsidy from the government, which indicates the efficiency loss
of government subsidy; ω represents the total government premium subsidy for renewable energy
without any efficiency loss.

The equilibrium model of the power market under FIP can be obtained by maximizing the
objective function of total social benefits created by power market under FIP subject to Equations
(1)–(9). By solving the multi-objective model for multi-agent, electricity market equilibrium under FIP
can be realized with the maximized social benefit. Multi-agent is the respective components which
involve all market participants in the dynamic process of setting market parameters. In this analysis,
thermal power producers, renewable power producers, and the government are adaptive agents with
different objectives and strategies. Finally, the actual power generation of all power producers in the
market as well as the total social benefit under FIP can be obtained.

3.2. Electricity Market Equilibrium Model under RPS

According to the rule of RPS set by the government, generators are required to meet a minimum
level of K for the generation of renewable energy. Unlike FIT and FIP, the government no longer
guarantees certain premium subsidies to renewable energy power producers; instead, it exerts pressure
on thermal power producers through RPS obligation. Accordingly, thermal power producers can
reach the required quota k, either by establishing renewable energy generation equipment to produce
the renewable energy by themselves, or by purchasing green certificates from the green certificate
market, so as to avoid higher penalty fees from the government. In this way, higher production costs
of renewable energy power producers, compared to thermal power producers, can be compensated
by the revenues gained from selling green certificates. Furthermore, green certificates produced by
renewable energy power producers that exceed the required quota can be sold directly in the green
certificate market to obtain additional revenue.
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Different from the objective function of power producers under RPS, the objective of both thermal
and renewable power producers under RPS can be determined by the profits of selling power in the
common physical power market as well as extra expenditures (or revenues) on the financial REC
market. The objective functions of both thermal and renewable energy power producers can be
respectively expressed as:

max
qcoal,i

Scoal = pe

a∑
i=1

qcoal,i −

a∑
i=1

Ccoal,i −Kpc

a∑
i=1

qcoal,i (11)

max
qgreen, j

Sgreen = pe

b∑
j=1

qgreen, j −

b∑
j=1

Cgreen, j + (1−K)pc

b∑
j=1

qgreen, j (12)

where pc is the price of a green certificate.
A market mechanism is introduced by RPS to allocate the relatively higher cost of technology,

equipment, and maintenance of renewable energy generation compared to traditional power generation,
thus reducing the financial burden of the government. Therefore, the total social benefit created by the
power market under RPS can be expressed as:

maxERPS =

∫ Q

0
pedQ−

a∑
i=1

(Ccoal,i + Kpcqcoal,i) −
b∑

j=1

Cgreen, j (13)

where ERPS is the total social benefit under RPS.
The equilibrium model of the electricity market under RPS can be obtained by maximizing the

total social benefits created by the electricity market under RPS and taking Equations (1)–(6), (11),
and (12) as the constraints. By solving the multi-objective model for multi-agent, electricity market
equilibrium under RPS can be realized with the optimized social benefit. Multi-agent is the respective
components which involve all market participants in the dynamic market parameter setting process.
In this analysis, thermal power producers, renewable power producers, and the government are
adaptive agents with different objectives and strategies. Finally, the actual power generation of all
power producers in the market as well as the total social benefit under RPS can be obtained.

3.3. Electricity Market Equilibrium Model under the Synergy of FIP and RPS

FIP and RPS have their individual characteristics. In order to avoid large fluctuations in the
electricity market price and green certificate price brought by the abrupt introduction of RPS in China,
and to better realize the complementary advantages of the two mechanisms, it is important to determine
the proportion of FIP and RPS in the joint FIP-RPS incentive mechanism. According to the total target
and portfolio of renewable energy power generation set by the government, there exits an optimal ratio
of the two mechanisms to maximize the total social benefit. When the quota K changes, the ratio of the
two mechanisms will change correspondingly. In this case, the total social benefit can be presented as:

max EALL = xEFIP + (1− x)ERPS = x(
∫ Q

0 pedQ−
a∑

i=1
Ccoal,i −

b∑
j=1

Cgreen, j − ηw)

+(1− x)

∫ Q
0 pedQ−

a∑
i=1

(Ccoal,i + Kpcqcoal,i) −
b∑

j=1
Cgreen, j+(1−K)pc

b∑
j=1

qgreen, j

 (14)

where EALL is the total social benefit when considering the joint FIP-RPS mechanism with different
mixed ratios; x and 1 − x represent the ratio of FIP and RPS respectively. Under special circumstances,
when x = 1, it means that only FIP takes effect; when x = 0, it means that only RPS takes effect.

Under the joint FIP-RPS incentive mechanism, power producers compete in the market for their
power generation. According to the relationship between supply and demand, the more electricity is
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supplied in the market, the lower the electricity price will be. The same market rule also applies to the
price of a green certificate. It also decreases with the increase of total renewable energy generation and
can be presented as:

pc = r− t
b∑

j=1

qgreen, j (15)

where r and t are the parameters of green certificate price function, respectively; f, g, r, and t are all
non-negative constants in the price function.

The equilibrium model of electricity market under the joint FIP-RPS mechanism can be obtained
by maximizing the total social benefits created by the electricity market under the synergy of FIP and
RPS in Equation (14) and taking Equations (1)–(9), (11)–(13), and (15) as the constraints. By optimizing
the model, the actual power generation of the thermal and renewable energy power producers as well
as the total social benefit in the power market can be obtained, and the ratio of the two policies can be
reasonably designed so as to achieve the best policy effect.

3.4. Solving Method

The optimization problem involved in the power market equilibrium model is a two-layer
optimization problem with multiple variables. The goal of the solution method is to obtain the actual
power generation of each thermal power producer and renewable energy power producer as well as
the total social benefits. For the above factors, it is very difficult to adopt the deterministic algorithm
to solve this model. In order to obtain higher solution efficiency, the heuristic algorithm which is
often used to solve this type of optimization problem is chosen. Particle swarm optimization (PSO),
simulated annealing algorithm (SA), differential evolution algorithm (DE) and genetic algorithm
(GA) are commonly applied in current research work to solve similar models [42]. Through the
comprehensive comparison of all the methods, it is found that for this optimization problem, GA has
the greatest convergence speed, and also has a better performance in determining the global optimal
solution for the problem [43]. Therefore, genetic algorithm (GA) is applied to optimize the above
equilibrium models. The comparison results of each method will be presented in the case studies.
Since the solution method is not the main focus of this paper and effective data have already been
obtained to prove our conclusion by using conventional heuristic algorithm, a more complex solution
method has not been adopted after comprehensive consideration.

GA is a computational model that seeks the optimal solution by simulating natural selection
and genetic principles of biological evolution [44]. It is a common method to solve the optimization
problem particularly when it is nonlinear and concerning a multi-agent [45]. When the problem is
generated, an initial population with a certain number of individuals will be set. Each individual in the
population has its own characteristics, which are the external expression of genes. Through the process
of gene coding, genes are put on chromosomes, whose role is to carry genetic material representing
each individual’s characteristics [46]. Chromosomes may carry more than one gene, and new traits can
be formed by means of crossover, mutation, and combination between genes.

In this model, the optimal solution should be the maximum of the objective function under the
joint FIP-RPS mechanism. In order to maximize the total social benefit under different quota K, the ratio
of FIP and RPS should be adjusted accordingly. Therefore, the population adaptation function set by
GA is presented as:

E(x) = maxEALL = xEFIP + (1− x)ERPS (16)
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4. Case Studies

In this paper, the actual situation of both power market and green certificate market is considered,
and the model is verified based on the following case. In this case, there are four power plants in
the electricity market, namely thermal power plants (Q1, Q2) and renewable energy plants (G1, G2),
the cost coefficients and upper and lower limits of installed capacity of each power plant are shown in
Table 1. The premium coefficient set by the government under FIP is 0.8, and other parameters related
to market prices and social benefits are shown in Table 2. When using the GA toolbox of MATLAB to
obtain the optimized solution, four parameters need to be set in advance, which can usually be set as:
population size N (20~100), termination algebra m (100~500), crossover probability pc (0.4~0.99) and
mutation probability pm (0.0001~0.1).

Table 1. Generator parameters.

Power Generation m n d Installed Capacity/MW

Q1 3 270 20 200
Q2 4 170 25 140
G1 - 200 30 60
G2 - 180 40 50

Table 2. Parameters and reference values.

Parameters f g r t β η

Electricity Price/CNY 600 0.5 350 0.05 1 0.8

In order to obtain the optimal solution, the above four parameters should be adjusted in advance,
namely N, m, pc, and pm. First, when selecting population size N, it can be seen that the larger N is,
the faster the convergence rate of the objective function presents, and the better the global performance
of the optimal solution can be obtained. On the other hand, the larger N is, the longer the computation
time will be. Based on this analysis, N is set as 50 for a compromising selection. Next, when choosing
termination algebra m, it can be seen that when GA evolves for about 300 times, the difference of the
objective function between the previous and subsequent generations under various parameters is
less than 1, and the increase of the number of iterations has an insignificant effect on the reduction of
relative error. Therefore, to ensure the accuracy for solution, m is set as 500.

Next, when choosing crossover probability pc, it can be found that a larger pc is conducive to
seeking the globally optimal solution, but when the value of pc reaches 0.9 or higher, the structure
with high adaptive value will be destroyed quickly and the convergence rate will slow down. As a
result, it is possible that only the locally optimal solution can be obtained. On the other hand, when the
value of pc is less than 0.7, the search for the optimal solution will come to a stop. Based on the above
analysis, the value of pc is eventually set as 0.8. Finally, the mutation probability pm is determined as a
minimum value. When pm is too small, it is difficult to obtain the globally optimal solution by finite
random selection; therefore pm, is set as 0.1. In conclusion, population size N, termination algebra m,
crossover probability pc, and mutation probability pm for the GA optimization are set as 50, 500, 0.8,
and 0.1, respectively.

4.1. Validation of Algorithm Rationality

PSO, SA, DE, and GA are all common methods applied in solving complex optimization problems.
In order to verify the advantages of GA in solving the model in this paper, the above methods are
adopted to solve the market equilibrium model under FIP when K is set as 0.2. In the process of using
different methods to solve the model, the parameters of each model adopted are constantly adjusted
according to different solutions. The parameters of GA are given previously, and the parameters of
other solving methods are listed as follows: for PSO, w = 0.9, c1 = c2 = 0.1, dim = 8, swarmsize = 100,
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maxiter = 500, minfit = 0.001, vmax = 0.01, vmin = −0.01, ub = [0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2], lb = [0.01, 0.01,
0.01, 0.01, 0.01, 0.01]; for SA, N = 2000, T = 2500, a = 0.99815, t0 = 1500; for DE, Gm = 10000, F0 = 0.5,
Np = 100, CR = 0.9, G = 1, D = 10. Based on the above parameters, the number of iterations and
optimization results of each algorithm are obtained. By comparing the optimization results, it can
be found that when m increases from 400 to 500, the optimization results of each solution method
are almost constant, and the trend almost remains constant when m is larger than 500. Therefore,
the result of the first 500 iterations is used to make a detailed comparison, as shown in Figure 2, and
the comparison of the performance between each algorithm is presented simultaneously, as shown in
Table 3.
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Figure 2. The number of iterations and optimization results of each algorithm.

Table 3. The performance of each algorithm.

Algorithms Final Optimization Result (×104 CNY)
Convergence Rate

0.01 s 0.1 s 0.2 s 0.3 s 0.4 s 0.6 s 0.8 s 1 s

PSO 1 2 0.510 0.875 0.960 0.985 0.990 1.000 1.000 1.000
SA 2 2.12 0.462 0.736 0.951 0.962 0.976 0.995 1.000 1.000
DE 3 2.05 0.463 0.707 0.951 0.990 0.995 1.000 1.000 1.000
GA 4 2.18 0.472 0.720 0.917 0.982 0.995 1.000 1.000 1.000

1 Particle swarm optimization. 2 Simulated annealing. 3 Differential evolution. 4 Genetic algorithm.

When different solving methods are adopted, the running time required by each method to reach
different iteration times is calculated. By testing the calculation time of each solution method, it can be
found that the calculation time required by each method is basically the same under the same number
of iterations; therefore, the number of iterations can reflect the convergence rate, which expressed in
proportion of optimization results at different operation times to final optimization results. As can be
seen from Figure 1 and Table 3, PSO algorithm has the fastest convergence for the market equilibrium
model in this paper, but is inclined only to obtain a locally optimal solution. The optimization result
(i.e., total social benefits) of DE algorithm is higher than that of PSO, but still not as high as that of GA.
The optimization result of SA is close to GA, but the convergence rate is slower than GA. Through
the above comprehensive comparisons of several methods, it can be seen that the convergence speed
of GA is higher and it is also better at obtaining the globally optimal solution of this optimization
problem. Since the exact analytic solution cannot be obtained by analytic methods, it is difficult to
compare the solutions of the four algorithms with the precise solutions to provide error analysis.
Besides, the main focus of this article is the market equilibrium model, and GA is the relatively optimal
algorithm according to the above comparisons to solve this market equilibrium model. Therefore,
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GA is selected as the ideal optimization tool to solve the market equilibrium model in the following
market simulations.

4.2. The Impact of FIP and RPS on Power Generation under Market Equilibrium

FIP and RPS have different incentive effects on power generation of thermal power plants and
renewable power plants. When only FIP or RPS is implemented by the government, the changes of
power generation under market equilibrium of different quota K are shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. The impact of FIP and RPS on power generation under market equilibrium.

As can be seen from Figure 3, under the implementation of FIP or RPS, with the increase of
quota K, thermal power generation decreases nonlinearly, and renewable energy generation increases
nonlinearly. When K < 0.1, the difference of influence between the two mechanisms is not obvious.
When K < 0.05, the impact of the two mechanisms on a power producer’s decision-making is almost
the same. When K is large, the reduction of thermal power generation under RPS is more obvious, i.e.,
the increase/decrease of renewable energy and thermal power generation under RPS is significantly
faster than that under FIP. The simulation results show that both FIP and RPS can improve the
renewable energy power generation and reduce the thermal power generation, but the effect of RPS
is more obvious than that of FIP. This result implies that, when acting alone, RPS would be a more
preferable choice for China’s long-term energy plan compared to FIP, based on its better performance
in promoting renewable energy generation and controlling thermal power generation.

4.3. The Impact of FIP and RPS on Market Equilibrium Price

The implementation of FIP and RPS can change the power generation under market equilibrium
to a certain extent, which also has an impact on the market equilibrium price. When only FIP or RPS is
implemented by the government, the change of market equilibrium price under different quota K is
shown in Figure 4.

It can be seen from Figure 4 that, with the increase of quota K under government requirement,
the market equilibrium price decreases. Meanwhile, the market equilibrium price under RPS changes
from higher than that under FIP to lower than that under FIP, and when K turns to around 0.1,
the market prices under the two mechanisms reach equal value. The results show that, in the early stage
of renewable energy development, FIP is more conducive to reducing market power generation costs
quickly; and when renewable energy power generation reaches a certain proportion and renewable
energy power industry tends to mature, RPS is more conducive to introducing market competition,
achieving less market power generation costs and lower market equilibrium price level. This result
implies that, when implementing staged policy to incentivize renewable energy generation, it is more
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desirable for the government to transform from FIP to RPS gradually with the quota ratio increased,
in order to keep market prices down.
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Figure 4. The impact of FIP and RPS on market equilibrium price.

4.4. The Impact of FIP and RPS on the Total Social Benefit

Under FIP and RPS, there are differences between the revenue structure of thermal power
producers and renewable energy power producers, government subsidies and the impact of power
generation on the environment, which determines the difference of the total social benefits brought by
the two mechanisms. Under different quota K, the change of total social benefit is shown in Figure 4.

It can be seen from Figure 5 that, under the two mechanisms, with the increase of quota K, the total
social benefit under FIP tends to decrease, while the total social benefit under RPS tends to increase on
the whole, and there is a peak value around K = 0.3. The results show that FIP will lead to partial losses
of social benefits. It is mainly caused by the participation of the government in premium subsidy and
market supervision under FIP, resulting in certain management costs. The implementation of RPS is
more conducive to improving efficiency and better realizing the development demand of renewable
energy. The main reason is that part of the power generation cost of renewable energy under RPS is
paid by thermal power producers, acting as a kind of compensation for its influence on the environment.
Meanwhile, after the implementation of RPS, the government pressure of renewable subsidy as well
as the management cost decrease, so the total social benefit under RPS is higher. Besides, it is not
appropriate to set the quota K too high, since renewable energy power technology is still immature.
Under this context, if the quota K is set too high, it will distort market incentive signals and exert more
pressure on thermal power producers. Ultimately, it will lead to the decline of the total social benefit.

The difference of total social benefit between the implementation of FIP and RPS is shown in
Figure 6. From the change of the total social benefits, it can be seen that the transition from FIP to RPS
satisfies the economic rules of the Kaldor–Hicks improvement. When K is relatively small, the difference
of the total social benefits between the two mechanisms is not obvious, and the self-regulating ability
of the power market can stabilize the market itself. With the increase of the quota K, the total revenue
under RPS is larger, but since the fluctuation of electricity price under RPS is much larger than that
under FIP, the risk for imbalance of the power market increases. Therefore, when implementing RPS,
this tendency should be taken into consideration comprehensively. This result implies that, when
acting alone, RPS would be a more preferable choice for China’s long-term energy plan compared to FIP,
regarding the performance of maintaining total social benefits as well as improving market efficiency.
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4.5. Market Equilibrium Result under Joint FIP-RPS Mechanism

In the process of transition of renewable energy incentive mechanism in China, the government
gradually introduces RPS based on FIP, and two mechanisms coexist. Under the joint FIP-RPS
mechanism, the synergy of the two mechanisms determines the power generation under market
equilibrium, the electricity price, and the total social benefit in the power market. The market
equilibrium of FIP, RPS, and synergy of the FIP and RPS (i.e., x = y = 0.5) under K = 0.15, is studied in
scenarios 1 to 3 respectively, and the simulation results are shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Equilibrium results of electricity market under three different scenarios.

Power Producer Scene 1 Scene 2 Scene 3

Power
Generation/MWh

Q1 86.356 76.436 79.315
Q2 95.954 82.024 86.034
G1 0 10.107 10.006
G2 32.171 49.894 49.995

Total Power Generation /MWh 214.481 218.461 225.353
Social Benefit/CNY 22,803.718 24,367.493 23,050.932

Electricity Price/CNY 356.941 354.286 349.692
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It can be seen from Table 4 that, compared with FIP, adopting RPS alone will achieve higher
renewable energy power generation, lower market price, and higher social benefits. Furthermore,
compared with adopting RPS alone, under the synergy of the two mechanisms, the output of thermal
power producers will be guaranteed to a greater extent while a higher renewable energy generation
power will be ensured, and the market clearing price is lower than that under the implementation
of FIP or RPS alone. The results show that, the synergy of the FIP and RPS not only improves the
social benefits, but also reduces the electricity price under market equilibrium. By reducing the
thermal power generation gradually, the implementation effect will not be excessively radical; thus, a
smooth transition of the two mechanisms can be achieved. This result implies that the proposed joint
FIP-RPS mechanism not only excels at promoting renewable energy generation, but is also capable
of maintaining desirable market prices and social welfare in this transitional period, compared to
either FIP or RPS implemented alone. Therefore, the certain degree of joint FIP-RPS mechanism to this
energy transition, in the future, would be one of the preferable methods to be implemented to make
significant influences on China’s renewable energy development.

4.6. Optimum Ratio of FIP and RPS in the Joint Mechanism

The synergy of FIP and RPS can help realize the complementary advantages of the two mechanisms.
However, it is important for decision-makers to determine the optimal ratio of the two mechanisms
so as to maximize the total social benefit. From the analysis of Section 4.5, it can be seen that the
different ratio of FIT and RPS will affect the total social benefit. Through several times of optimization,
the changing trend of the total social benefit under different ratio of FIP and RPS is shown in Figure 7,
where the curve x = 1 indicates that FIT alone be implemented, and the curve x = 0 indicates that RPS
alone be implemented.
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It can be seen from Figure 7 that, with the increase of the ratio of RPS under the joint FIP-RPS
mechanism, the total social benefit increases. At the same time, under the circumstances that the
proportion of RPS in the joint mechanism exceeds a certain value, if K continues to increase, the total
social benefit will decline until it reaches the peak value. When the proportion of RPS is high, the quota
K should be maintained at a medium level, since the high technical cost of renewable energy power
generation has not been reduced.

From the analysis of Figure 7, how to determine the optimal proportion of FIP and RPS in the
joint mechanism can also be obtained. In fact, the quota K in most countries is still at a relatively low
level. When the government adopts incentive mechanisms to increase the quota K gradually, if RPS is
not introduced, the total social benefit will be reduced. Therefore, the government should introduce
RPS and increase its proportion gradually. In order to avoid the risk caused by the radical introduction
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of RPS, according to Figure 7, when the total social benefit reaches the peak value under a certain
quota ratio K, the corresponding ratio of FIP and RPS determines the optimal combination of the joint
mechanism. The optimal proportion of FIP and RPS under different quota K is shown in Table 5.

Table 5. The optimum proportion of FIP and RPS in the joint mechanism under different quota K.

Quota K Ratio of FIT (x) Ratio of RPS (y) Electricity Price
(pe)/(CNY·MWh)

Total Social Benefit
(EALL)/CNY

0 1 0 370.573 22,562.683
0.05 0.903 0.096 362.222 22,834.277
0.10 0.876 0.124 359.697 23,357.936
0.15 0.726 0.274 353.828 23,760.384
0.20 0.652 0.349 346.375 24,158.881
0.25 0.596 0.417 337.065 24,265.231

As can be seen from Table 5, when K = 0, there is no government mandatory requirement
for renewable energy generation, and the implementation of FIP can achieve the goal of both fast
development in renewable energy generation as well as maximizing the total social benefit. When a
certain incentive mechanism is adopted to increase the quota K gradually, the optimal proportion of RPS
in the joint FIP-RPS mechanism also increases, but still much lower than that of FIP. Meanwhile, the total
social benefit also increases gradually with the increase of quota ratio K. This indicates that, although the
implementation of RPS is helpful to promote the development of renewable energy power generation,
when renewable energy power generation has not become mature enough, the transition from FIP to
RPS still takes a long period. During this transitional period, a renewable energy incentive mechanism
which is dominated by FIP while supplemented by RPS should be implemented. When the market
mechanism for renewable energy generation gradually becomes more mature, a higher proportion of
RPS in the joint mechanism should be adopted in order to obtain the maximized social benefit.

In summary, FIP and RPS should be implemented in the different stages of renewable energy
development according to their distinct characteristics. According to the market environment for renewable
energy in China currently, the development of renewable energy can be divided into three stages. In the first
stage, only FIP should be implemented, which can promote the development of renewable energy installed
capacity quickly and provide stable price subsidies. In the second stage, a renewable energy incentive
mechanism dominated by FIP and supplemented by RPS should be implemented, since the perfect market
mechanism has not fully developed and the development for various kinds of RES still needs support from
government. However, during this stage, as the market for renewable energy generation gradually matures,
a higher proportion of RPS in the joint mechanism should be adopted in order to obtain the maximized
social benefit. In the last stage, as the development of renewable energy has sped up, the technology of
multiple renewable energy generation becomes quite mature; RPS alone should be adopted by government
to keep up with the trend of development for the renewable energy power market.

Besides, different energy incentive mechanisms should be adopted according to the development
of different types of renewable energy. At present, wind power and photovoltaic power generation
technology have developed rapidly; therefore, it is appropriate for them to fully participate in the
market competition, while compensating by the green certificate mechanism offered by RPS. As for
some kinds of renewable energy generation which have not yet been developed, such as geothermal
and biomass power generation, a higher proportion of FIP in the joint mechanism should be adopted,
in order to guarantee renewable subsidies from the government to support their development. In the
transitional stage, flexible renewable energy incentive mechanisms should be adopted to reduce the
fluctuation of clearing price and ensure the total social benefits.
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5. Conclusions

China is going through the energy transformation from traditional fossil energy to renewable
energy. However, developing renewable energy by the original subsidy policies as FIT has caused
heavy financial burdens on governments, and it is under government’s long-term plan to replace
FIT by mandatory policies as RPS. Obviously, implementing RPS in China requires a tradeoff of the
interests of different market participants including power producers, government, and consumers.
Therefore, devising a fair and economic method to make a smooth transition from FIT towards RPS
is necessary. Given this background, a power market equilibrium model under the joint FIP-RPS
mechanism is proposed, in an attempt to acquire the optimal ratio of the two joint mechanisms to
maximize the total social welfare under the requirements for the renewable energy quota obligation.
The result shows that FIP and RPS should be implemented in the different stages of renewable energy
development according to their distinct characteristics. At the initial stage of development, FIP alone
should be implemented, which can promote the development of renewable energy power installed
capacity quickly and provide stable renewable subsidies. With the development of renewable energy
sped up, more proportion of RPS should be introduced into the joint FIP-RPS mechanism, so as to
better stimulate the vitality of the renewable energy market.

It can be concluded that the proposed joint FIP-RPS mechanism not only excels at promoting
renewable energy generation, but is also capable of maintaining desirable market prices and social
welfare during this transitional period, compared to either FIP or RPS which is implemented alone.
Therefore, the certain degree of joint FIP-RPS mechanism to this energy transition, in the future,
would be one of the preferable methods to be implemented to make significant influences on China’s
renewable energy development, for the combination of the two mechanisms not only reduces the
financial burden of the government, but also plays an active role in the renewable energy market.
Moreover, with different development stages going on, the joint mechanism can be adjusted with
different combination ratios in order to meet the need of renewable energy development.

The presented market equilibrium model can be employed to determine a certain ratio of
combining RPS and FIP accordingly under the required quota ratio. By applying this method, policy
makers can obtain important insights required for promoting a smooth transition from FIT towards RPS.
As part of our future work, more researches will be embarked on determining the optimal premium
coefficient for FIP under the design framework of the overall joint incentive mechanism.
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Nomenclature

(1) Indices
i, j Indexes for power producers.
(2) Parameters

a The number of thermal power producers. b
The number of renewable energy power
producers.

f Vertical intercept of the linear electricity price function. g Slope of the linear electricity price function.

mcoal,i, ncoal,i, dcoal,i
Cost determination parameters for thermal power
producer i.

mgreen,j, ngreen,j, dgreen,j
Cost determination parameters for
renewable energy power producer j.

qmin
coal,i, qmax

coal,i
Minimum and maximum power generation for thermal
power producer i.

qmin
green, j, qmax

green, j
Minimum and maximum power generation
for renewable energy power producer j.

r
Vertical intercept of the linear green certificate price
function.

t Slope of the linear certificate price function.

(3) Variables

qcoal,i Power generation of thermal power producer. qgreen, j
Power generation of renewable energy
power producer.

pe Market equilibrium price of electricity. pgreen
Actual revenue of sold power which
renewable energy power producer gained.Ccoal,i Generation costs of thermal power producer i.

Cgreen,j Generation costs of renewable energy power producer j.pr Renewable energy premium.
β Premium coefficient. Q Total generation power.

EFIP, ERPS, EALL
The objective function of total social benefit under FIP,
RPS and FIP-RPS.

Scoal, Sgreen
Total revenue of thermal power producer
and renewable energy power producers.

η Efficiency coefficient of renewable energy premium. ω
Total government premium subsidy for
renewable energy.

pc The price of green certificate. x, y
Ratio of FIP and RPS in the joint FIP-RPS
mechanism.
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